
Wedding Cake Strain Review

Overview

Wedding Cake, also known as Pink Cookies or Birthday Cake, is one of the most popular
indica-dominant strains among cannabis users today. Most people believe it’s a hybrid blend
created by crossing Cherry Pie with Girl Scout Cookies, but it may also be a combo of Triangle
Kush and Animal Mints.

Wedding Cake has an extremely high THC content, with some samples testing at over 25%
THC. Its potency makes it a blast to consume for recreational users and a potent option for
medical patients.

Aroma and Flavor

You might assume that Wedding Cake will smell like buttercream frosting and vanilla, but that’s
a bit misleading. The preliminary scent on the nose is earthy and doughy. It has notes of
sweetness, but they’re subtle, especially for new marijuana users.

When you inhale Wedding Cake, you’ll first taste a soil and sour flavor. It can even taste like
sourdough bread. However, the sugary notes will become apparent when you exhale, as well as
a hint of spiciness.

Effects

Wedding Cake is an extremely potent strain. The high will start as a rush and burst of energy.
Many users say they experience a mildly psychedelic high. You might feel more like a viewer
than a participant, which can be alarming for some novices. For this reason, it’s recommended
that new users try a strain with less THC first.

This strain brings on a sense of euphoria. Some people feel they want to do something
productive, but you might want to bliss out on the couch instead. Either way, you’ll be very calm
and relaxed, a trademark of its indica aspects. You’ll feel your muscles get soft and your body
decompress.

Overall, you’re likely to have a great time consuming Wedding Cake. Just make sure you’re
ready to use a strain with this much THC. Our budtenders generally recommend that you try a
different strain first, unless you’re in search of its strong medical benefits.

Medical Use



Wedding Cake is one of the best strains for medical patients. Since it has such high THC
content, it’s great for treating a variety of medical issues.

If you deal with anxiety, your mind will be more peaceful after you smoke this strain. Your stress
will melt away! It’s also great for treating depression patients, since it’s known to boost your
mood. Many people say they feel more positive and optimistic after spending the evening using
Wedding Cake. It can also be used to help relax PTSD patients.

One of the best things about Wedding Cake is its pain-relieving qualities. It creates a body buzz
that rids your muscles and joints of tension. Since it has so much THC, it can help people with
chronic pain who don’t respond to weaker strains. Some common ailments Wedding Cake can
improve include arthritis, chronic headaches, muscular sclerosis, and fibromyalgia.

Lastly, you can use Wedding Cake to stimulate your appetite. Indica-dominant strains are
fantastic for this! Anorexia patients can benefit from these effects, as well as people who have
trouble eating because of certain medical treatments like chemotherapy.

Conclusion

Wedding Cake is a great strain for seasoned consumers of cannabis. Its high THC content is
guaranteed to have a strong effect, even on someone with a high tolerance. It’s not the best
strain for beginners, as it’s quite strong, but there are many other strains to choose from.

Wedding Cake is one of the most popular strains for medical users, especially if they’ve tried
something with a lower THC content without results. Whether you’re living with depression,
anxiety, chronic pain, or appetite issues, it could be a huge help to you.

Want to find marijuana in the Grand Rapids, Michigan area? Visit [REDACTED]. In addition to
Wedding Cake, they carry a wide variety of indica-dominant strains, including Grape Ape,
Platinum OG, and Granddaddy Purp. Our budtenders can help you find the best cannabis
option for you, so stop in soon!


